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       The quantitative evaluation method of intellectual 

                  productivity is required  

Many offices are aiming at improving intellectual productivity 

However 
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Task Hmm… + ・・・・ 

    How do mental workers change these two mental state? 

Intellectual productivity is variable 

reducing efficiency 

of performing tasks 

Introduction 
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Introduction 

Previous study 

Task 

Task log Intellectual 

  productivity 

time 0 

Task log 

 It is still desired that mental 

states of the actual office 

workers can be detected 

without specially designed 

tasks. 



Evaluation of intellectual productivity 

                              in actual offices can be performed. 

Proposal 

Detection method of  “Work state” or “Temporary rest state” 

 employing physiological indices which reflect mental state 

 

 

Only physiological indices are required for the method. 

 No need to use specially designed tasks 

 Feasibility of employing actual office works 
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What indices should we choose … ? 

 The indices change according to mental state. 

 The feature extraction has high temporal resolution. 

 The load on subjects is low during measurement  

                                                            of these indices. 

Choosing Physiological Indices 

ECG EEG EOG 
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ECG 

ElectroCardioGram 

 the signal of heart 

 reflecting autonomic nervous system 

Features 

1. Sympathetic nerve 

→ Low frequency wave of heart rate  

                                                     (0.05 - 0.20 Hz) 

2. Parasympathetic nerve 

→ High frequency wave  (0.20 – 0.35 Hz) 
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EEG 

ElectroEncephaloGram 

 the signal of brain wave 

 reflecting brain activity 

Features 

1. Alpha wave 

→ The frequency is 8 - 13 Hz. 

2. Beta wave 

→ The frequency is 13 – 30 Hz. 
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EOG 

ElectroOculoGram 

 the signal of eye movement or blink 

 reflecting psychological state and arousal level  

Features 

1. The frequency of eye blink 

 

2. The frequency of saccade eye movement 
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Physiological indices depend on subjects or tasks 

         
 The standards of detection were calculated for 

                                                       each subject and task. 

 Temporary rest state was detected statistically by   

                      using Mahalanobis discrimination analysis              

                                                                              (MDA) 

Physiological indices 
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5 tasks (7.5min/task×2 measurement=15min) 

(1-digit addition, 3-digit addition, classification,   

 block assembling, text typing) 

26 subjects  (male/university student) 

                     age: 19-25 (average:21) 

EEG 

(Pz, Cz, Fz) 
ECG 

GND 
EEG 

(reference) 

EOG 

Measurement of physiological indices 



Practice (20min) 
NASA-TLX (20min) 

Preparation  (20min) 

Measurement (85min) 

Questionnaire (20min) 
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1-digit addition 
(15min) 

3-digit addition 
(15min) 

Rest (5min) 

Classification 
(15min) 

Text typing 
(15min) 

Rest (5min) 

Block assembling 
(15min) 

・Age 

・Health 

・Meal 

etc. 

Measurement’s procedure 



First measurement : Automatic Switching Measurement (ASM) 
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Task Hmm… ●+■ ・・・ ＋ ・・・ 

30s 30s 

30s 

Contrastive state  

to condition Ⅰ 

Measurements 

Work State Temporary Rest State 
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Task 
Switching 

freely 

Measurements 

(Display is not changed) 

Task log 
Task 

Finger tapping 

rest 

Second measurement : Free Switching Measurement (FSM) 

 Subjects switch conditions freely 
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Data Analysis 

Mahalanobis Distance 

 used in multivariate statistics 

 considering the correlations of the data with different scales 

 

Error rate 

 calculated, substituting the distance for the equation 

 

 

 

 

 Correct discrimination probability is 1-e 
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Result 
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Discussion 

The accuracy inferiority in the case of ASM for only text typing 

low mental work load 

difference between the time length of Work State 

     ASM: 30 seconds 

     FSM: 59 seconds (average) 

 

Other tasks 

The accuracy is around 80% 
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Higher detection accuracy 

We should consider … 

Physiological indices 

Detection methods 

Measurement’s methods 

Further study 

employing actual office works or  their equivalents 

proposal for more practical detection method 

Further study 



Thank you  

                 for attention. 
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1-DIGIT ADDITION 
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Task condition 

Control condition Rest condition 
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3-DIGIT ADDITION 

Task condition Control condition 

Rest condition 
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CLASSIFICATION (TASK CONDITION) 
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CLASSIFICATION (CONTROL CONDITION) 
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CLASSIFICATION (REST CONDITION) 
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TEXT TYPING (TASK CONDITION) 
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TEXT TYPING (CONTROL CONDITION) 
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BLOCK ASSEMBLING (TASK CONDITION) 

Drag & drop blocks 
Assemble blocks 

Name an assembled figure 
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TEXT TYPING (CONTROL CONDITION) 

                            (REST CONDITION) 

Drop & drag blocks 



QUESTIONNAIRE 
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